Exclusive Leadership Training Opportunity

**Trust EQ Leadership : The Vital Relationship**

الثقة بقيادة الذكاء العاطفي

Emotions are contagious, leaders should be aware of the feelings they are spreading to other. **Are you leading people, or walking alone?**

Register to the workshop : **1st April 2020 / 1 Day Program**

Fees: **285/- KD.**  Venue: **Al Shaheed Park ( Phase 2 )**

FOR REGISTRATION

Suha Isaac : suha@kibs.edu.kw
Ansam Al Sirhan : ansam@kibs.edu.kw
Wissam Haddad : wissam@kibs.edu.kw
Dana Amary : dana-ary@kibs.edu.kw
What does the newest data on the drivers of leadership performance tell us about building high-trust, high-performing institutions? Knowing that we’re in the midst of what neuroeconomist Paul Zak calls, "the trust revolution," where trust in institutions is at an all time low, and stress is at an all time high... leaders must confront the economic reality that relationships are the drivers of their success. With the rise of AI and increasing complexity, the world is going faster: What about your people?

What are the leadership capabilities that will enable a workplace where excellence thrives, where people genuinely care for customers and one another, and where we can build sustainable economic value?

Join two of the world's most experienced leaders in the field of emotional intelligence in a first-ever advanced leadership summit at KIBS. Joshua Freedman, Master Certified Coach, and Jayne Morison, Regional Network Director, have proven the value of a results-focused approach to emotional intelligence. Drawing on their work in dozens of sectors and scores of countries, this dynamic duo offer a powerful blend of real-world business acumen, hard science, and warm hearts. Through this 2-day program you will gain new insights and walk away with practical applications to strengthen your leadership performance.

**Distinguished Leadership Faculty**

**Joshua Freedman**  
Cofounder and CEO of Six Seconds,  
The Emotional Intelligence Network.

He is one of the world’s preeminent experts on developing emotional intelligence to improve performance.

At the Heart of Leadership, an international bestseller, is his second (of five) books, now in its fourth edition. He is author of six validated psychometric assessments and hundreds of articles and papers, including the world’s largest study on emotional intelligence, State of the Heart (6sec.org/soh).

Freedman is a Master Certified Coach (ICF), and one of a handful of experts in the world with over 20 years of full-time experience implementing emotional intelligence. His clients include FedEx, Intel, Amazon, Microsoft, the UN, HSBC and numerous organizations around the globe.

Freedman’s Noble Goal is to inspire compassionate wisdom. He sees emotion as a source of insight to focus us on what matters most – as individuals, leaders, parents & citizens. Even better, he says that at a neurobiological level, emotions literally give us energy to change, grow and thrive.
Jayne Morrison
Regional Director of Six Seconds Middle East, Africa & India.

With a decade of experience in EQ, her passion is maximizing the potential of people by supporting them to unlock their value and increase performance both personally and professionally.

Jayne comes from the hospitality sector and brings 25 years of operational leadership experience along with extensive expertise in consulting, coaching, and the design and delivery of powerful, scalable learning and development programs. Her impressive list of clients include Qatar Airways, Jumeirah, Rotana, Intercontinental Hotels Group, Almarai, Kempinski, Allied Pickfords, Holiday Inn, Parsens Brinkerhof, Drydocks World, Aramex, Richemont, Novartis, Tecom and Emirates NBD. She holds a Post-Graduate Degree in Human Resource Management and a PostGraduate Diploma in Learning and Development.

Jayne is amongst a handful of Six Seconds’ Advanced Practitioners in Emotional Intelligence in the world, a certified EQ Coach and a Master Trainer of the Six Seconds’ Certification Programs.

WHOM TO ATTEND

The course is designed for anyone in a leadership position, serious about increasing emotional intelligence, to build a high-trust, high-performing organization.

PROGRAM DURATION

Wednesday and Thursday
1st April 2020
1 day program
From 8:00 - 5:00 P.M.
9 hours in class training
Lunch in AYYAME Restaurant
Coffee around the day from CAF Cafe
ABOUT 6 SECONDS

Six Seconds is the preeminent international certifying body for emotional intelligence development, and their certifications are increasingly recognized as the gold standard. In addition, their certifications are accredited by:

The International Coach Federation
Accredited Courses:
EQCC, UEQ, EQPC, EQAC, VSC

The American Institute of Business Psychology
Accredited Course:
EQ Practitioner Certification

The University of San Diego
Accredited Course:
EQ Practitioner Certification plus any program offered by Six Seconds office in the US.

California Board of Behavioral Sciences
Accredited Courses:
All Six Seconds’ programs.

REGISTRATION

Kuwait Institute of Banking Studies
Eng. Suha Isaac Ameen
Head of Training Department
E: Suha@kibs.edu.kw
T: +965 229 011 45

Ansam AlSirhan
Management Coordinator-Training Department
E: ansam@kibs.edu.kw
T: +965 229 011 26